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THE PROBLEM SOLVER
With TRANSPAFIX we offer to Tyre Service Shops a cost reducing quality Tyre Mounting Paste which
simplifies the mounting of tyres.
By using TRANSPARFIX you will obtain a crystal clear high performance sliding film for a clean application
without smear marks.
With its so far unknown high quality characteristics you solve your problems with TRANSPARFIX easily.

PROFIT OPTIMIZATION
Notably during the season when tyres are changed there is often no time to thoroughly remove the
remainders of Tyre Mounting Paste and clean the soiled tyre side walls or rims. Besides it is necessary, with
many mounting pastes of lower sliding qualities, that one has to additionally lubricate the tyre during
mounting.
Especially by mounting of Low Profile Tyres and tyres with Run-Flat
characteristics this problem is extremely detrimental and results in
considerable extra work during mounting.
This extra work requires more use of ordinary mounting equipment as well as
additional time of professional man power. Both is very expensive!
QUALITY OPTIMIZATION
In spite of considerable efforts the workman can not perform perfectly as
should be and therefore has to send the customer in many cases “back on the
road” with a dirty tyre, soiled by Mounting Paste. The professional cleaning
would be too expensive. This is annoying for the customer and a general
nuisance.
Particular raw materials and a special process technology during the
production make TRANSPARFIX a superior solver of problems in the overall
tyre mounting work.
YOUR ADVANTAGES
superior sliding results, also for problem tyres.
simplifies tyre mounting and protects the tyre of damages.
is clean while using and easy to apply.
extremely economical in consumption.
minimal shrinkage while pail is open, no dry-out.
the most reasonable mounting help compared to
ordinary mounting pastes.
generally to be used.
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